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ABSTRAc.."T :

The idea of privatisation of main Ioads and associated
facilities is a seemingly attractive concept to
highway author'itie.s~ con.struction Cosortla and the
community at large
This paper. identifies the expectations of all of the
thx'ee gzou.ps fx'om the basis of' knowledge of
negotiation.s of' potential schemes to date as well as
overseas Infozmation that is relevant in New South
Wales.
Highway authorities invariably have a backlog of new
I'Oad pLoposal.s they wi,sh to construct quickly ,so d.s to
maximise potential benefit

Unfortunately the total

funds available to construct new Loads appeaz'.5 to be

diminishing

Construction and financing cansor'cia wi,sh to pIovide
continuous wOLk rOI its plant and labow:.' as well as
I'easonable I'etULn.s rOI' investoIs. The user may be
willing to pay directly for new facilities via tolls.
The communi ty has a long teLm expectation or owneIship
and operation
There are additional opportunities for
development adjacent to main roads which could pr'ovide
x'evenue for highway authori ties,
In order to make all of the above opportunitie,s and
expectations workable ther'e will be a need to change
the way that road schemes axe di,scussed wi th the
pr'ivate sector as the opportunity for their
involvement is lOOz'e likely/
All of the above topics ar'e discussed and then
summazi,sed in this paper',
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INTRODUCTION
The concept of privatising new roads is aUI'active to many groups involved in
large infrastructure projects.

In the case of NSW with a population of 5.58 million in 1986, a classified road
network alone of 39046 km and an annual main load construction bUdget of
$A543 M (road maintenance accounts for an additional $Al80 M), it is apparent
that a relatively small number of people have to fund a large network of mads.
Any opportunities for' defraying the costs of roads effectively must be
investigated"
In this paper the concept of privatisation means 100% private ownelship and
operation of new road facilities although it is acknOWledged that there at'e
OPPOltlIDities for varying mixes of public and private sector equity involvement in
such projects.

In NSW there are already examples of operational private transport links such as
the Skitube or planned transport links such as the Sydney Harbour Tunnel. The
concept of having transport links such as main roads included in a privately funded
and operating system is feasible and attractive under the right conditions.
This paper developes the concept of privatisation of I'oads further and considers
suitable I'cad types and locations for privatisation opportunities as well as the
expectations of the constructing group and the public. Finally this paper discusses
how privatisation can be integrated with established strategic and statutory
planning procedures. The subject of tolls is not discussed in this paper except in
so far as tolls impinge directly on the process of planning or constructing a private
I'oad..
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PRIVATISATION OPPORTUNITIES

There are a number of privatisation opportlUlities in new road construction
including:
where a highway authority plans a route which is offered to a
construction/financing group which then constructs and operates the
project. 'l'he initial project cost is funded completely from revenue
subsequently generated by tolls applied to the road;
where a construction/financing group initiates a concept which it markets
to both the highway authority and the public" The consortium constructs
and operates the road as a toll road with the tolls collected as the only
source of revenue;
where a highway authority plans a route, a constructionlfinancing group
constructs the road and the highway authority operates it while paying back
a predetermined figure each year" The highway authority may 8r may not
impose a toll on the road during the pay back period. This type of
privatisation input is known as "royalty financing""
of these opportuni ties, there would be a definite financing/time scale related to the period required for capital payback and
profit to be delivered. Upon completion of this period, ownership
operation of the facility could revert to the public authority.

a~,~;~~=::;::ti;:;

•

above examples are the most likely privatisation opportunities that are
feasible for the NSW road network at present. This paper addresses the options (a)
(b) described above. Option (c) is not addressed in this paper as it is a funding
alterr,atiive rather' than a privatisation scheme. Obviously it is possible to replace
term 'I'oad' or 'route' with the term 'bridge' or 'tunnel' and not change the
general comments.
1 shows the funding for main roads in NSW (at 1986/87 prices) over the
1976/77 to 1986/87. It can be seen that funding from both Commonwealth
State sources during this period has been contained within an envelope of
- $A1,100 million per annum. With many road schemes currently proposed
excess of $AlOO million, it is apparent that resources have to be carefUlly
and not all worthy schemes can proceed quickly. Privatisation schemes
()~:;';;l'~~'~~:,a~ authorities a way of providing new schemes without having to pay
c.
costs from their annual budgets.
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SUITABLE TYPES OF ROADS AND ASSOCIATED FACILrrffiS
General
Road projects that are suitable for privatisation are generally those that are part
of the overall road strategy. In NSW the Department of Main Roads published its
strategy for the state in the Roads 2000 series of documents (Department of Main
Roads 1987). These documents include future corridors for main roads to the year
2000 for each administrative region" Ideally the road proposal should be a 'stand
alone' pI'oject and not the critical link in a chain of previous pUblicly invested road
schemes. A 'stand alone' pr'oject is one that has obvious community benefits
without requiring significant investment from the highway authority befoI'e 01
after the project completion.
Location
There is no one ideal location for privatisation schemes.. Discussions between the
authors and gr'oups interested in privitisation schemes indicate that the consortia
would p~efer outer urban or rural schemes which invariably involve shorter
construction times because of fewer service altel'ations, I'educed number of land
ownel's, and easier construction techniques.
There are locations for' private investment in such ar'eas as bridges and tunnels
whereby the perceived tl'avel cost savings are substantial. Any location where
there is likely to be a substantial volume of traffic to ensure future I'evenue is a
most important consideration in the selection of candidate projects.
The location of a privatisation scheme must generate substantial user benefits or
it will not attract enough use. It should be remembered that ther e is usually an
alternative I'oute and the new ['oute will never' attract all of the traffic..
Type

All types of roads can be suitable for privatisation schemes. Opportunities
ranging from rural two lane roads to dual four lane freeways can be considered for
privatisation schemes provided they meet the requisite investment criteria.
Obviously the scheme must conform to the same or better geometric and
construction standal'ds as other I'oads on the network.
EXPECTATIONS OF THE ROAD PLANNING AUTHORITY
One of the major expectations of' a road planning authority of road privatisation
schemes would be an accelerated road construction progl'amme. If the NSW road
progl'amme as presented in Roads 2000 is used as an example, it is proposed to
spend approximately $A400 million per annum on new roads over the thirteen yeer
period 1987 to 1999" Based upon discussions with interested private groups a
reasonable expectation for the private sector would be to boost this construction
programme by 25% (ie" $A125 million per annum)" This would result in a 25%
acceleration in the programme timing" It could be argued that roads are part of
the community infrastructure and should be funded solely from public funds.
However' there isa gr'owing tendency for government to divest itself of projects or
commitments that the community can provide for itself. A strong theme of the
1987 Royal Australian Institute of Public Administration Conference (see Self P.
1987) was that the public sector should fund regulatory activities such as
provision of law and order and traffic regulations but roads and health services
facilities. are areas which can be funded from the private sector under
guidance,.
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By the private sector providing a new road in advance of the pUblicly funded
option there is an opportunity for benefits to be generated earlier. It is a fallacy
to debate the merits of a private sector scheme versus a pUblicly funded option as
in many cases the choice is a private sector scheme or no scheme at all.

addition to the acceleration of an improvement of the road network with its
associated early benefits, there is the opportunity for the road construction to be
let at a fixed price wher eby the consortium offers to provide a facility for a fixed
sum within a well defined time scale and to an appropriate standard. Current
attempts to obtain economy of construction thIough contract works
often fail
the contract turns into a legal battle for 'extras'" Most road planning
authorities have set geometric and constr'uction standards for road and
bridgeworks and a private sector scheme would have to adhere to the same
standards as pUblicly funded and designed schemes•

as

.i\.consortium bearing the full cost and depending on low construction costs for
profit has no incentive to update the costs and timely completion of the project.,
'I'h ere is also a requirement that the appropriate planning and environmental
p~ocedures be adhered to during the preparation of the final privately funded
~c~eme. In NSW the planning and enviIonmental procedures are well defined in
}~e case of new road pr'ojects with the public and government agencies given an
9Pi?ortunity to provide their comments on all aspects of the proposals. This
'pr()cedure would be applicable to a private sector scheme.

~~pUblic sector construction authority Is waxy of a construction agency not
;:':~~ryingout its obligations" In the case of a private road scheme, apart from the
:~~,e.of bankruptcy, it would be in the inter est of the consortium to complete the

i;:i?~oject as quickly as possible in order to generate revenue as soon as possible"
"IlXPllCTATIONS OF THE COMMUNITY

[Jt~~111otoring public is attracted to new lar'ge road facilities which provide obvious
<l'1!"",benefits. A recent stUdy identified that the Australian motoring public was
;,~!!!ill(f to pay increased fuel levies if all of the revenue was directed towards new
,t,~~g~· (Reark Research Pty Ltd 1986)

~~~~"nts

of the public appear to accept that there is a finite period to paying
ifgad tolls.. In the case of a privately funded scheme the community would
l)tually own the facility.. The tolls at the end of the private operation period
Ijeadopted by government to gener'ate finance for other wad sche~es.

~1ic is aware of the high cost of road schemes and see tolls as a way of
mg the shortfall in road investment that exists in some areas. The users
h~tolls so those not using that facility do not contribute directly to that
This user-pay principle offers a means of countering the bias of spending a
g~t of a country wide fuel levy on one major project at one location.
~an b~ some pUblic concern about private groups providing public services
,basis that there will be a short cut taken in either the planning, the
?I1.Blstandards or the selection criteria. In the case of roads, these ar'eas
PUb~icly addressed and acted upon" Any privatisation schemes would have
Iy WIth all planning requirements.
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THE CONSORTIA VIEW
A number of groups in NSW have already identified themselves as being able to
fund, design, constl'uct and operate road schemes up to $A100 million in value.
Ideally the consortia would like to be given an opportunity to provide a whole
package to the road planning and construction authority. On that basis they would
be in control of the progress of the project.
From initial disCllSsionswith consol'tia representatives there would appear to be
no potential problems for a pI'ivate consortium to pl'ovide a public highway.. It is
not only urban schemes that offer attractive returns but also I'UI'a! or inter-urban

routes..
These consortia are keen to construct schemes which will generate income for 20
to 25 years.. Income would be derived from traffic so the consortia must be sure
that the proposed highways offers perceived benefits to users. These benefits
could be travel time savings, travel distance savings and improved road
geometry. These benefits would aUI'act road usel's to the new routes in Q['der to
guarantee their continued revenue. The consortia might consider providing
additional features such as restricted types of traffic, recreational areas or
service centres along the routes. These features might be planned at the initial
stages of project but may not be implemented at the time of opening the routes"
Inter-urban r'outes have some advantages to construction consortia.
These
advantages include reduced construction costs, reduced development density (and
thus reduced environmental and land acquisi tion problems), available material and
manpower resources and reasonable levels of traffic because of lack of other'
attractive alternative routes.
The urban freeways are more complex so
construction costs are higher" The route length is usually less than 15km so
perceptions of user' benefits in terms of toll charges versus travel time savings are
not as clear cut and alternative r'oute choices aboWld.
As far as the use of land is concerned, an arrangement wher'eby a consortium
leases a parcel of land from the state or federal government is not an Wlusual
arrangement" What would be unusual is that the parcel may be 25km long and
lOOm wide. The provision of long leases (say 99 years) with Oppol'tunities for rent
escalation, withdrawal procedures and maintenance and right of way facilities is
similar to other lease arrangements for' development sites.
The consortia financing of the scheme is likely to come from a group of financial
interests. With relatively low interest rates being generated by other investment
opportunities, a major highway with a high degree of traffic and [evenue looks
attractive. Investment opportWlities in Australia are taken up by domestic and
overseas groups and highway projects al'e no different in this respect. Any
overseas investments would be subject to the Foreign Investment Review Board
pI'ocedures but these do not constitute a constraint to such sources of finance. An
alternative might be the floating of a public company using small and large
investors funds to support the development of a new l'oad. Whatever the financing
arrangement, it is apparent that the consortia will only consider schemes which
show a profit within 12 to 15 years as viable. The volatility of money markets in
the last decade has meant that the private sector will not invest in schemes which
generate their l'eturn only after 25 to 30 years"
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ROAD PLANNING WITH PRIVATISATION IN MIND
Future road planni.ng in NSW faces the spectre of a continuing reduced bUdget for
new transport proJects. If State and Federal Governments Were Willing to invest
more funds raised via additional fuel taxes then the opportunities for the private
sector to invest in highway infrastructul'e would not be as attractive as they are
noW.. If a proposed road scheme. has high. e~onomic benefits and yet cannot be
constructed due to lack of pUbbc funds It IS the communuity which loses the
benefits if the road is not constructed"
Until the last five years there has been little interest from the private sector
funds for Australian road building. The res~t of recent interest shown by the
private sector in funding new roa? transpor~ lInks has meant a change in attitude
in road planning.. The road planmng auth?r.'ty should now be seriously looking to
identify potential private sec;tor oppor't:"ubes that would allow the public sector
to spread its road construction allocation on other less economically attractive
schemes.. As mentioned previously the proposal should be part of the overall
future transport policy for the region..
The planning of new roads in future population growth areas SUch as Western
Sydney is clearly the resp?nsibilit~ of gove~nment agencies.. It is invariably the
policies of government WhICh are, lIkely to Increase or decrease the rate of SUch
growth areas and the provision of ~r.ansport inf~astructure is often the key to the
success of these areas. The provIsIon of publ.lCly funded new roads in areas of
developing population, industry and commerce IS an area that government is keen
to support as it is appropriat.e and necessar'~ that comm~ities in their infancy are
offered public support. ThIS ar'gurnent remforces the Idea that pUblic finance
should support those infrastructure schemes that the Pl"ivate-sector cannot or will
not provide.
There is a need to identify the potential priv~tisatio": sche'!1es as soon as possible
in the planning process as there ar,? .P?tential detailed dIfferences SUch as toll
plazas and greater aI'eas of land acqUlSl t100.

The road planning authority should be awar'e in the planning stage of the impact of
tolls and their diversionary effects. As an example a by-pass can attract trips
away from an existing congested route but for Some traveller'S the perceived
benefits are not worthwhile with the new road and will continue to USe the
existing road oetwork.
AIR RIGHTS DEVELOPMENT
The sale or leasing ~f. air rights i~ another -.exa;ople of a 'priv~tisation bpporttmity
for highway authofltie;s to consider. Air. rights leasmg IS where a highway
authority leases to a pnvate developer the rIght to develop the space adjacent to
above or below a highway ret still .within the right of way. The development
opporttmities include parkmg statIons, storage areas, shopping complexes
commercial developments and hotels.
,

The NSW Department of Main Roads chose to sell the air rights Over the Kings
Cross Tunnel in Sydney having built the tunnel with sufficient structural strength
to support development above the ~ur:nel. The sale of the air rights at pUblic
auction raised in excess of A$ 11 mIllion for t!,e Department of Main Roads. As
well as selling air rights, there are examples 10 the USA of leasing of air rights
development which generate substantial annual revenue, for the relevant highway
authoritiE?S as set out overleaf:
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The 'Massachusetts Turnpike Authority receives a rental in excess of $US 1
million per annum for an office, hotel, l'etail and associated parking
development over the turnpike;
The Nevada Department of Transportation receives
approximately
$US 100,000 per annum for the lease of air rights below Interstate 80 for a
casino expansion project (OBeD 1984).
There are many examples on a worldwide basis of where private developers have
ftulded improvements to allow improved access to development sites but this is
not comparable to developing and operating roads which will be the sole source of
the project funding. The opportunities for development of ail' rights depends very
much on the surrounding topography, land use, community attitudes and
commercial opportunities in the adjacent area.

Private Sector Involvement in the Road Planning Process
In order to encourage the participation and understanding of'the private sector in

financing highway proposals it is necessary to change the way that private groups
are involved in road planning. It is the existing arrangement in NSW to make
transportation plans available to the private sector as members of the public but
if they are to be a substantial funding agency then perhaps additional information
and discussion is needed with this group. There is nothing to stop highway
authorities having initial consultations with development gl'oups at the planning
stage in order that development opportunities are identified at an early point in
the development process. This suggestion identifies the need for a change in
involvement of the private sector in road planning and construction.
Annual wOl'kshops or conferences would be an effective way of distributing
information to the pl'ivate sector'.. Distribution and discussion of transport plans
would allow the private sector an opportunity to identify potential projects that
may be suitable for development" The workshops and conferences would identify
the inter ested parties who can then be included in a register of private sector
development agents. Any future privatisation schemes can then be advertised
publicly or by registration of interest from selected agents and SUbsequent
detailed bid procedw'e be used as the means of selection"
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CONCLUSIONS

state and federal ftu1ding for new I'oad schemes in Australia is shrinking in real
terms there is now an opportunity for the pr'ivate sector to finance new
hiQ'hw'av schemes. This OPpol'ttmity assumes that the pUblic continues to expect a
level of road network. This level of expectancy calls for greater public
eJq,enanlH'e or private sector involvement"

sector involvement in highway development calls for the following
iguide,lines:

the road network for the next 15 to 20 years to be well defined in strategic
terms (eg. corridors);
schemes offering early benefits when identified to be fully and publicly
assessed using the appropriate planning and environmental procedures.
all locations or types of' ['oad ar'e suitable. The major' consideration for the
private sector is that there will be sufficient tr af:t"ic to generate a return on
investment in a 12 to 15 year period"
roads in development areas to be constructed at the expense of gover'nment
agencies in order to encourage the connection of such areas to the rest of
the road network.
are opportunities foI' private sector involvement in the development
air rights which can be integrated with existing highways or form part of
future highway proposals"
order to provide a better understanding of road planning the private
should be directly involved in the road planning process.
process for the involvement of' the pr'ivate sector in futur e road
pro,pm'als should be well defined"
The following checklist has been
Io"mllIIarec as a basis for future privatisation of new roads in NSW.
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CHECKLIST FOR THE INVOLVEMENT OF
THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN NSW ROADS

•

Establish strategic plan for existing arterial roads and the prOPosed

•
•

Establish a clear indication of future public financial expenditure.

•
•
•
•
•
•

improvement requir'ed.

Identifiction of an initial set of futur e 'stand alone' schemes by the public
highway authori ty.
Discuss with construction/financing groups to identify potential highway
schemes"

Circulate design guidelines on road construction st8I.1dards and planning
procedures to private groups.
Produce a shortlist of schemes suitable for construction and administration
by the private sector"

Publicly advertise for expressions of interest for individual schemes"
Evaluate expressions of' interest and evaluate.

Develop a brief for' the design, financing and administration of the proposed
scheme..

•

Select three/four groups from expressions of interest for a detailed proposal
and then evaluate and select.

•
•

Selected group starts planning and initial design process.

•
•

Produce and exhibit Environmental Impact Statement (E.I.S.) for public
comment and review.
Proceed to final design if E"I.'s" and review are favourable.
Establish and publish detailed financial and administrative procedures.

•
•

Construct project.

•

Commission new facility.

•

Administer new facility.

Proceed with land purchase.
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